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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
yocono has contributed to the dictionary with 41 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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aznarismo
In Spain, evidence of a strong relationship or affinity to the ideas and political applications of former Prime Minister José
María Aznar. 

boomer
A person who belongs to a generation from the 1940s to the 1960s or who without belonging to this generation already
shows aversion to fashions of current generations. 

borderline
Person identified with border-limit personality disorder. 

bro
Appeal with which someone is called amicably and informally.  It is the apocope of brother, coming from English and
which in its original meaning means brother. 

buda
Figure, statue or statuette depicting a Buddha of Buddhism. 

cagódromo
Colloquially, toilet. 

camgirl
Erotic model that strips naked in front of a webcam and broadcasts live.  The term comes from the English "cam",
derived from webcam, and from "girl", which means girl. 

clearnet
Surface Internet accessible to a public internet browser, contrary to the deep web or its similar darknet. 

complemento
In computer jargon, browser add-ons or extensions are programs that add functions to the web browser that is used to
access internet pages. 

crack
Admirable person and worthy of respect, especially for having a lot of charisma or attracting attention for skills that
others do not have. 

cuenta
In Computing, a data record that identifies a user in an Internet service. 

darknet
A conventional part of the deep web comprising illicit content that cannot normally be viewed on the surface internet
because of its reprehensible nature. 



doo-wop
Musical genre derived from others such as jazz, R B and gospel that achieved its maximum popularity between the
years 1956 and 1965 approximately and that is highlighted for incorporating musical elements such as vocal harmony,
sometimes a cappella, and a progression of four chords, sometimes two, which is complemented by the melody they
accompany. 

espamear
Spam . 

fandub
Dubbing of an audiovisual medium performed by an amateur, especially when the work that is bent has not been
professionally folded.  See dubbing . 

gúgol-plex
Ten raised to a gúgol .  See gúgol .  As a curiosity, the scientist Carl Sagan used this term in the documentary "Cosmos:
A Personal Journey" to show a number even greater than the gugol, but infinitely smaller than the infinite number. 

hate
Anglilicism used, mainly on the internet, to express a critique of someone or something that inspires hatred or rejection. 
See hater . 

like
Button that have some social networks or internet pages that you click when you want to prove that the content or
comment has liked or interested .  It's shaped like a fist lifting your thumb. 

macarrismo
Quality of something that is identified with the behavior of macabre people. 

madero
Police. 

mandanga
Fornication. 

minijuego
Very simple and short-lived video game that is usually found within a more complex video game. 

monster truck
Purpose-built vehicle with giant wheels and a heavy-duty suspension that is used to compete in races and aerobatic
displays in which the vehicle often jumps over obstacles and other vehicles. 

neo soul
R B music genre that became very popular in the nineties, along with rap.  It is characterized by incorporating elements
of soul music, electronic music and bases of rap music. 



pececillo de plata
Name by which lepisma is commonly known. 

pendrive
Portable device used to store and transport files digitally.  See usb . 

pitufo
Police. 

pokémon
Name by which animal characters are known with superpowers and that are from video games of Japanese origin and
the animated series of the same name. 

poop
Video from the Youtube platform that plays the original content of the video from another source, but whose dialogues or
frames have been manipulated or replaced by others for humorous purposes. 

snap
Photo or video that has been taken on the Snapchat social network. 

tarde noche
Time of day comprising the afternoon hours, but by the station in which one is located or the geographical place are
hours of darkness already belonging to the night, 

telecirco
In Spain and derogairingly, the television network Telecinco.  The origin of a derogatory term for the network comes
from the contempt of many viewers for it to verify that many of its programs have consisted of making famous people
who do not demonstrate any intellectual talent or simply humiliating them. 

toc
Acronym for Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. 

tomacco
Hybrid plant by crossing tomato and tobacco seeds.  The word was coined in an episode of the animated television
series The Simpsons. 

tránsfobo, a
Person who has transphobia and therefore shows aversion or rejection to transgender people.  See transphobia . 

usb
It stands for Universal Serial Bus and refers to the type of port by which computer devices such as pendrives, external
digital file storage devices, and which can also be called usb, or other hardware, can be plugged in. 



veroño
Early autumn season that is characterized by conserving a typical summer heat. 

yeyé
Popular musical genre in the early 1960s among the youth of European countries such as France influenced by
American genres such as soul, R B, pop and rock and roll. 

zapaterismo
In Spain, leftist ideological influence that prevailed during the government of President Jose Luis Rodríguez Zapatero. 

zapatoste
Bronca, mess, quarrel, very muddy conflict. 

zapatófono
It is the fusion of two words : shoe and phone.  The origin of the term dates back to a fictional invention of the humorous
series Get Smart, known in Spanish as Superagent 86, whose character, an incompetent spy, uses it to camouflage a
phone under the sole of the shoe.  It is also used by Mortadelo, a Spanish comic book character who was also an
incompetent secret agent.  Since then he has been very joking that spies have a zapatophone. 


